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Working Smarter

Reader Feedback

I have never put together a column that
was comprised primarily of reader

feedback. However, there is no time like the
present! Over the last month or so, I have
received some interesting and thought-
provoking comments, questions and additions
to some of my recent columns. I thought
that I would share this feedback with you
this month.

Anyway, we are in the dog days of sum-
mer, and I am busy studying Java, HTML
and other new-fangled languages at my
local community college. I decided that
some lightweight summer reading (and
writing) was in order.

THE LE DEBUG TOOL

Several readers wrote regarding my May
2001 “Working Smarter” column. Marc
DePinto wrote with a request to explain
more about how to use the LE Debug Tool
for DB2 COBOL programs:

“I read your article about IBM’s debug
tool and applied the information you
gave within the column and things
worked out fine. Is it possible to email me
a sample for a DB2 program? It would be
much appreciated.”

Since I could not immediately help Mark,
I pointed him to the section of the IBM
manual that explains DB2 debugging: Disc
4, Bookshelf IGYSH206 - COBOL for
OS/390 & VM V2.1 BookShelf Book
CBCMDT06 - Debug Tool User’s Guide and
Reference Chapter 7, Section 5 - Debugging
DB2 Programs. Or on the web at www-4.
ibm.com/software/ad/cobol/coblib.htm#CO
BOLOS390VM.

Marc got the debug session under DB2
working. Here is his response:

“Thank you for your response yesterday.
My friend and I combed through the IBM
debug doc. It was a bit vague, but we did
manage to get a DB2 program up and
running under the LE debug tool. I figure
you would like to have a copy. It might not
be the most correct way to set it up, but at
least it works. Thanks again.

Here are the steps Marc and his friend
used to get the program to work:

1. At the READY prompt of TSO, execute
the following:

READY
TSOLIB ACTIVATE DA(‘SYS1.COBOL.SEQAMOD’

‘DB2T.SDSNLOAD’)

2. Go into ISPF.
3. Execute your CLIST from

the command line shown in
Figure 1.

Not too tough, thanks Marc.
By the way, look at the TSOLIB command

that Marc coded. This is exactly the kind of
command that I would paste into a simple
Notepad text file so that I would always be
able to copy/paste it when I needed it. Why
re-type it?

Another reader, Marco Willemse, wrote
with the following inquiry:

“Hello. In your May 2001 column you
talk about a Language Environment “free”
debug tool. From what I know, you were
really talking about the ‘priced’
CODE/370, which you can get either with
‘COBOL Full Function’ (as opposed to
‘alternate offering’) and ‘C/C++ with
Debug feature.’ I am not sure how you get it
with PL/I because we have never had PL/I.
Could you confirm that we are talking
about the same thing?”

After a bit of research and several back
and forth emails, Marco and I were able to
determine the following:

“Mr. Moore, for your information I will
state what is in the Licensed Program
Specifications of IBM COBOL for MVS &
VM V1.2:

Debugging Considerations: Programs
compiled with COBOL for MVS & VM can
be debugged using the Debug Tool, which is
included with COBOL for MVS and VM if
you order the full-function offering. COBOL
for MVS & VM and Language Environment
do not support COBTEST or TESTCOB.

The Debug Tool can also be used to debug
VS COBOL II programs compiled with the
TEST option running under Language
Environment and COBOL/370 programs.

The Full Function offering of IBM
C/C++ for MVS V3 and IBM PL/I for MVS
V1.1.1 also contains the Debug Tool.
Existing CODE/370 Debug Tool users, or
users who currently have the full function
version of the PL/I or C/C++, can order an
upgrade that will provide the support for
COBOL for MVS & VM under their existing
Debug Tool feature.”

In other words, this means that:

1. The LE Debug Tool is provided only
when the full function offering of a
language is licensed.

2. The LE Debug Tool is not the same
product as the CODE/370 Debug Tool.

When I wrote about the LE Debug Tool,
I put the word “free” in quotes. What I
meant was that it was “free” in the sense
that if your site had purchased the Full
Function Offering of LE COBOL, then you
should have the debug tool available.
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Note that COBOL II can also be
debugged using the LE Debug Tool as long
as it is running with the LE run-times.

MAINFRAME EMULATORS

My June 2001 column generated a lot of
interesting feedback and tips. This great
addition to the Windows Key group of key-
board shortcuts comes from Bill Legget:

“An additional note about using the
Windows key: Windows-D will get you to the
desktop. It is like Windows-M but lets you
“toggle” between your maximized windows
and the desktop. I use all of these shortcuts
frequently. Windows-E is especially neat
because it does not expand the C: drive like
when you click on the Win2K-Explorer icon.
With these big huge networks we have
today, hardly anyone uses C: anymore.”

Also, Bill has this to offer if you are using
IBM’s Personal Communication software:

“We use IBM Personal Communications,
and in addition to the Ctl-C/Ctl-V we use
the Ctl-A to “Copy-Append,” which adds
the selected text to the back end of the clip-
board. It is great for producing reports in
seconds that you can paste right into email.
If our customers only knew! Also, the IBM
software lets you click on the function keys
that are on the screen and it sends a
response to the host as if you had pressed
the key.”

Colin Campbell wrote with this group
of tips:

“When I tell programmers how to set up
their emulator, I try to stress the importance
of using the “Newline” key to navigate
ISPF panels. Many programmers use the
“arrow” keys to move from the command
line to the field where they want to type.
Some programmers who are slightly more
sophisticated use Tab. However, the fastest
way is to have and use “Newline.”

I am one of those “classicists” who uses
the PC Enter key for 3270 Newline, and the
right-hand PC Ctrl key for 3270 Enter. I tell
people that I do this because a real 3270
has its keys set up this way. I tell them, “I
understand if you wish to use the PC Enter
for 3270 Enter, but if so, you should set the
PC’s right Ctrl key to 3270 Newline.”

Another very useful feature to have in the
emulator is to be able to press the PC End

key and skip to the end of a typed string. As
far as I have seen, this key is often set to
erase the field. I have the PC’s Ctrl+Delete
keys set to accomplish this function (which I
want to use much less often).”

Sandy Bullard, a long time emulator user,
moves with ease between the mainframe
and the PC:

“Most of my experience has been with
Rumba. I especially like having the capabil-
ity to transfer files between the PC and the
mainframe. With SPF/SE on my machine at
home, I can copy my program onto a floppy
and continue to work, if necessary.”

Here is something that I do occasionally.
Instead of using a floppy to transport a file, I
will attach the file (as plain .txt) to an email
and send it to my private email account.

SIGNATURE BYTE DECODING

One of the great added values of writing
for Technical Support are all of the things
that I learn in the process. I use scope ter-
minators in almost every COBOL program
that I write. Yet, during my testing of the
signature byte decoding program, I noticed
that while all the bit testing for normal
COBOL reserved words (Perform,
Compute, etc.) worked flawlessly, no scope
terminators (End-If, End-Perform, etc.) ever
appeared in my decoded list of verbs.

The answer to why this was happening
came from Colin Campbell. You see, Colin
had already written his own signature byte
decoding routine. Here is what he had to say:

“My program will handle signatures from
VS COBOL II, COBOL for MVS & VM,
and COBOL for OS/390 & VM and pro-
duce a report. In the course of testing, I
learned that the “END-verb” explicit
scope terminator flags were not being set
properly in the new compilers. IBM created
a fix for that oversight, and it was applied
on our compiler.”

Here is the PTF. Thank you Mr. Campbell!

UQ45201 — The signature information
bits in the compiler listing are not turned on
when scope delimiters such as END-IF are
encountered. (PQ39873).

CONCLUSION

We live and work in a complex, interde-
pendent world. Learning from one another
is an excellent strategy. Clear communication
is a precious and valued commodity in the
nit-picking world of computer software. I
would like to thank all of the readers who
have taken the time to write and share their
experience, expertise and questions.

NaSPA member Jim Moore is the president of
Concentrated Logic Corporation, a Glendale
Heights, Ill.-based software development firm
specializing in TSO/ISPF/PDF and database
design. He can be reached via email at
conlogco@ix.netcom.com.

COMMAND ===> TSO EX ‘TFCTL.MD63348.CLIST(MD)’
Contents of the CLIST:
ALLOC DA(‘SYS1.COBOL.SEQAMOD’)
ALLOC DD(SYSOUT) DA(*)
ALLOC DD(SYSTSPRT) DA(*)
DSN
RUN PROGRAM(UPDVCC) PLAN(GN0FBTCH) LIB(‘TFCTL.MD63348.LOADLIB’) -
PARMS(‘2001-04-06/TEST(,*,;,*)’)
END”

FIGURE 1: TSOLIB COMMAND 


